Detecting if two or multiple devices are moved together is an interesting problem for different applications. However, these devices may be aligned arbitrarily with regards to each other, and the three dimensions sampled by their respective local accelerometers can therefore not be directly compared. The typical approach is to ignore all angular components and only compare overall acceleration magnitudes -with the obvious disadvantage of discarding potentially useful information. In this paper, we contribute a method to analytically determine relative spatial alignment of two devices based on their acceleration time series. Our method uses quaternions to compute the optimal rotation with regards to minimizing the mean squared error. The implication is that the reference system of one device can be (locally and independently) aligned with the other, and thus that all three dimensions can consequently be compared for more accurate classification. Based on real-world experimental data from smart phones and smart watches shaken together, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our method with a magnitude squared coherence metric, for which we show an improved EER of 0.16 (when using derotation) over an EER of 0.18 (when not using derotation).
INTRODUCTION
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. Common movement can be detected from sufficiently similar acceleration sensor data and has interesting applications in mobile and ubiquitous computing. This includes determining if devices are carried by the same user [13] or transported on the same vehicle [14] as well as an interaction method for securely pairing handheld devices [16, 2, 10] . However, such common movement is inherently threedimensional. In the general case, the relative alignment of two (or multiple) accelerometers embedded in different devices is unknown: similar devices may be rotated arbitrarily with regards to each other and different devices may embed their accelerometers with arbitrary orientations. Therefore, the three dimensions sampled independently will typically not be aligned and are therefore not directly comparable.
A standard approach to deal with this issue is to discard all angular (i.e. directional) information from the 3D vectors and only use their magnitude (i.e. the length of each vector computed in an Euclidean space). This reduces three dimensions to a single one that is invariant concerning orientation. Even when two co-located accelerometers are oriented differently, they will experience similar overall acceleration magnitudes. However, this simple approach discards potentially valuable information that could be helpful in determining if accelerations are sufficiently similar to each other or not (cf. Section 3).
In this paper, we contribute a method to explicitly determine the relative alignment of two mobile devices with regards to each other based on their recorded acceleration time series. The underlying assumption is that both devices are moved (relatively closely) together and therefore share sensor readings that are only offset by 3D rotation but otherwise similar. Specifically, we assume that both devices experienced similar translation and rotation with regards to a common reference system. Our approach uses quaternions (Section 4) to analytically compute optimal rotation between both device reference systems (Section 5) and, based on real-world sensor data, works even in the presence of small distances between the devices and typical sensor noise (Section 6).
could benefit to various degrees from taking this information into account. Especially when used for securing device communication [16, 2, 8] would this be valuableany information that is shared between the legitimate devices but not directly available to a potential attacker increases the latter's entropy of the resultant cryptographic key and consequently improves the security level. In [12] , position-invariant heuristics for dealing with sensor displacement were suggested to improve movement recognition with a single sensor (accelerometer and/or gyroscope). Our approach complements this work when multiple sensors are in use, e.g. to detect if a mobile phone and a wrist watch describe the same movement and are therefore on the same hand.
Quaternions have been used to minimize the root-meansquared deviation (RMSD) between solid bodies [5] . We build upon this work by translating it from body rotation to determining the relative alignment of 3D acceleration time series. Another related use of quaternions is representing orientations in hand and head movement [3] .
PROBLEM OVERVIEW
Determining if two (or multiple) devices are moved together based on their respective local accelerations can be seen as a classification problem. When they are moved together, sensor noise and systematic error will still lead to (slightly) different sensor time series. When they are moved separately (but for example with similar frequency and amplitude components), they might still be "close" for some similarity measure (cf. [16] for experimental "positive" and "negative" data). The systematic error is intrinsic: even if the devices are held perfectly together and do not move with regards to each other and the sensors are perfect and do not exhibit any sampling noise at all, there will still be differences in acceleration time series whenever rotation is part of the shared movement. This is because of different centers, i.e., the physical placement of the respective accelerometers. Think of one accelerometer on the outer curve and the other on the inner curve of a common rotation; they move together without relative movement, but take different paths in 3D that consequently lead to different local accelerations.
This issue is independent of the chosen similarity measure and also occurs when only using the magnitude. In fact, discarding angular information makes it even harder to determine that the devices were moved together because locally measured rotational components would in this case be similar, while the magnitudes differ. Recently suggested heuristics explicitly discard accelerometer time series in periods of large rotational movement [12] . We expect classification accuracy to improve noticeably when comparing three dimensions instead of one.
Our approach to retain this 3D information is for devices to -locally and independently of each other -align the two coordinate systems for the subsequent comparison. We analytically determine the "optimal" rotation between these coordinate systems given only the two 3D time series (which are for example exchanged securely using an interlock protocol and session keys [16] ) and the assumption of shared movement. In the scope of this paper, we define optimal to minimize the mean squared error between all of the sample points. One method to analytically determine the relative orientation is to use quaternions.
QUATERNIONS AND ROTATIONS
Quaternions can be used to represent rotations in a three dimensional space. Furthermore, they possess favorable properties like avoiding so-called "gimbal locks" or enabling easy interpolation, something that other approaches like Euler angles and matrix-based rotation do not exhibit. It is thus straight forward to use quaternions to find the optimal rotation between two sets of vectors.
In the following, only the most important aspects of quaternions are presented, and we follow the notation of [5] . More details about quaternions can be found, e.g. in [11] . A quaternion is a tuple q = (q0, q), with q = (q1, q2, q3) . Note that like in Matlab/Octave the operator " " denotes transposition, and all vectors without it are column vectors. Quaternions are essentially a generalization of complex numbers, i.e. a quaternion consists of a real part (q0) and three imaginary parts (q1, q2, q3). In the area of three dimensional spaces, this imaginary part may take over the part of a 3D-vector. Since quaternions form up an algebraic structure called ring, they allow the algebraic operations addition and multiplication, which for a = (a0, a) and b = (b0, b) are defined as follows:
Here · and × denote the standard dot and cross products known from Euclidean vector spaces. Interestingly, multiplication is associative, but not commutative, i.e. in general ab = ba. The Matlab/Octave function shown in Listing 1 accepts two quaternions p and q, both represented by 4D-vectors, and computes pq. Like for complex numbers, a quaternion q = (q0, q) does have a conjugate quaternion q c which is defined by q c = (q0, −q). The conjugate now enables the computation of the norm |q| of a quaternion, which is defined by |q| 2 =c . Note that quaternions u with length |u| 2 = uu c = 1 are called unit quaternions.
An important subclass of quaternions is given by pure quaternions q = (0, q), which are defined to have a zero real part. For pure quaternions, the operations (1) are simplified accordingly.
By using the rules of (1), quaternions now can be used for computing rotations in a 3-dimensional Euclidean space. Each vector r = (r1, r2, r3) of the space is represented by a pure quaternion r = (0, r). Rotations in the space then can be characterized by a unit quaternion u by computinĝ
Note thatr = (0,r) is again a pure quaternion, whose vector partr equals r rotated by some angle φ and using the rotation axis u, i.e., the vector part of u. The Matlab/Octave function shown in Listing 2 rotates a vector p = (0, p) by the quaternion u.
Listing 2: Rotating vector p (p = (0, p) ) by a rotation represented by a unit quaternion u. The result is again a pure quaternion holding the rotated vector in its vector part.
function upuc = r o t q u a t ( p , u ) uc = [ u ( 1 ) ; −u ( 2 : 4 ) ] ; up = qmul ( u , p ) ; upuc = qmul ( up , uc ) ; end Given a desired rotation axis a = (a1, a2, a3) and a rotation angle φ, the quaternion u representing this rotation is constructed by
Thus, given this quaternion, using (2) rotates any desired vector r by angle φ and axis a. The Matlab/Octave function shown in Listing 3 constructs a rotation quaternion u from a rotation angle φ and a 3D-vector describing the rotation axis.
Listing 3: Computing a rotation quaternion u.
THE OPTIMAL ROTATION
In linear algebra, rotations are represented by orthonormal square matrices U , rotating a vector x is then achieved by multiplying it from the right:x = U x. Given two sets of vectors {x k } and {y k } in [5] it has been shown how to compute an optimal rotation U (through the use of quaternions) such that the overall error
is minimized. The respective Matlab/Octave function is shown in Listing 4. Centering both sets by computing the mean vectorsx and y of each set, and then subtractingx from each vector of {x k } andȳ from each vector of {y k } will give lower errors but is not necessary for the method to work. Specifically for acceleration time series, subtracting the mean (in practice a moving average computed over sliding time windows) removes the static offset caused by gravity and has previously also been found advantageous for comparing magnitudes (cf. [16] ). Like in [5] it is furthermore assumed that X and Y are 3 × N matrices, whose columns hold the vectors x k and y k . The Matlab/Octave function reser shown in Listing 5 shows how to compute the error E given by (4) and the optimal predictor P = U X. Note that using the largest eigenvalue of the matrix F directly, as proposed in [5] , frequently results in complex values due to roundoff errors and negative values inside the root operation (see definition of eq in [5] ), which mathematically is impossible. Thus we recommend to directly compute E by using (4).
EVALUATION
To evaluate our approach of determining the spatial alignment of 3D acceleration sensor and derotating time series before doing comparisons we apply it to real world acceleration data. We use acceleration time series recorded pairwise by shaking two 3D accelerometers together and estimate if two devices were shaken together based on various similarity measures on their time series. In order to quantify the gain of derotating time series before comparing them we separately compare pairwise time series without and with derotation. Similarity between individual axes of two 3D accelerometers strongly depends on the spatial alignment of the accelerometers -therefore, comparing the original (arbitrarily aligned) axes directly with each other cannot be expected to yield useful results. Consequently, when not derotating time series, we apply the well known practice of computing and comparing the magnitude time series instead of utilizing individual axes. Before calculating these magnitudes we compensate for gravity by normalizing time series and subtracting their mean (to discard the influence of gravity) for each axis and device. To demonstrate that derotating time series is possible even with short recordings, we limit all time series to a duration of 2 s, which seems a compromise between distinguishability and usability for the user-mediated device pairing problem (cf. [16] ).
To compare two acceleration time series we utilize well known approaches -indicating either the amount of divergence (error) or similarity. As distance metrics indicating error we use: root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute deviation (MAE) and median absolute deviation (ME-DIAN). As metrics indicating similarity we use correlation coefficients by Pearson (Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient [17] ), Spearman (Rank Correlation Coefficient [18] ) and Kendall (Tau Rank Correlation Coefficient [9] ) as well as magnitude squared coherence, which has been used frequently on comparing acceleration time series in previous research [1, 4, 6, 7, 13, 16] . For coherence we apply parametrization as stated by Mayrhofer and Gellersen [16] . We expect coherence -representing the most sophisticated amongst the selected approaches -to yield better results than correlation coefficients, which we further expect to yield better results than the selected error based metrics.
Evaluation data
As source of acceleration time series we use the u'smile ShakeUnlock database 1 [7] . It contains pairwise 3D acceleration time series of two devices shaken together: a mobile phone held in the hand and a watch strapped to the wrist (Figure 1) , shaken for about 10 s. In total, the database contains 29 participants shaking two devices 20 times, which results in 580 records of each two 3D acceleration time series. Acceleration has been recorded with 100 Hz across all devices. As we limit time series to a duration of 2 s we therefore only utilize 200 values per time series for comparison. [7] .
Time series derotation example
and the time series have been limited to a duration of 2 s. Although magnitudes are not equal, their similarity is obvious: phasing is similar, though overall the amplitude seems to be higher for device 2. Looking at time series of individual axes for the same samples, similarity is not as obvious anymore (Figure 3) . Although acceleration phasings and amplitudes are similar for axis 1, for axis 2 only phasings are obviously similar -for axis 3 there is no obviously visible similarity. After applying derotation (by rotating the 3D acceleration time series of device 1 according to the spatial alignment of device 2) similarity is obvious again for all axes. Table 1 provides previously stated metrics for these two sample time series -for comparing magnitudes and individual axes, without and with applying derotation. As expected, comparing not-rotated time series of individual axes causes highest errors/least similarities. Comparing magnitudes causes smaller errors/higher similarities. Overall, smallest errors/highest similarities were achieved by comparing derotated, individual axes. Table 1 : Similarity metrics of sample acceleration time series, for magnitudes (Mag.) and individual axes (A1-A3), without and with derotating axes before comparison.
Experimental setup
As the effect of increasing similarity between two 3D time series applies for correlated time series (devices shaken together) as well as for uncorrelated time series (devices not shaken together) an evaluation must include both correlated and uncorrelated time series. For this reason we determine if devices were shaken together by comparing all possible combinations of acceleration time series from the database. Each comparison results in a single, scalar metric value s. Applying a threshold t so that min(s) ≤ t ≤ max(s) to s we obtain the true match rate (TMR, rate of devices correctly being identified as shaken together) and the true non match rate (TNMR, rate of devices correctly being identified as not shaken together). The false match rate (FMR, rate of devices incorrectly being identified as shaken together) is the complement to the TNMR: FMR = 1 − TNMR. 
Results
Evaluation results clearly show that derotating and comparing individual axes of acceleration time series (Figure 4a ) yields better results than computing and comparing their magnitudes (Figure 4b ). This supports our hypothesis of derotating pairwise 3D acceleration time series before doing comparisons improving comparison results. Table 2 states the equal error rate EER = 1 − TMR 1 − TNMR and the square root of the minimum squared error rate √ MSER = min((1 − TMR) 2 + (1 − TNMR) 2 ) for comparing time series based on magnitudes and on derotated, individual axes for all metrics 3 .
2 Assuming that comparing time series is commutative, namely comparing time series A with B yields the same results as B with A -which applies to all our metrics. As expected, overall coherence based comparison yields best results, followed by correlation coefficients and less sophisticated error based metrics. Although results for error based metrics are close to random when based on magnitudes, there is a significant improvement when derotating and comparing individual axes instead. Interestingly, for correlation coefficient based metrics derotating and comparing single axes significantly decreases the FMR for high TMR. The close-to-flat area in the magnitude ROC curve indicates, that -for the data used in our evaluation -magnitude correlation coefficient based separation without significantly increasing FMR is possible for about 70-80% of samples. Separation of the remaining 20-30% is either erroneous -or causes a significant rise in FMR. This effect disappears when derotating and comparing individual axes.
CONCLUSIONS
We have contributed a method for determining relative spatial alignment of devices based on independently recorded acceleration time series during common movement. Using quaternions, our approach allows to analytically compute the optimal rotation between the respective reference systems with a run-time complexity of O(N 2 ) for N samples. The significant advantage over heuristic approaches is that this method is guaranteed to provide the optimal rotation with deterministic run-time. We suggest that this approach is beneficial for all applications comparing acceleration (or other 3D sensors) time series that were recorded independently with potentially arbitrary and unknown alignment, and that it can be used on systems with limited computational resources such as mobile phones.
Using real world experimental data and coherence as the currently best performing distance metric for determining if two devices were shaken together, we see an improvement of about 11% in equal error rate by derotating the coordinate system of one of the devices before comparison. We note that this is the approach taken in previous research, relying on magnitude only and discarding angular information of all movement, and it still benefits from applying the method proposed in this paper.
We suspect that other methods for comparing 3D time series and using this additional information -which was previously impossible with arbitrarily rotated devices -can achieve significantly lower error rates. Our proposed analytical derotation method therefore opens new research questions for future work.
All Matlab/Octave scripts and data sets are available under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) at http://usmile.at/downloads. 
